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Friday May 4

In this genre-bending supernatural drama, a woman 
is forced to go on the run when her extraordinary 
abilities are discovered. Years after abandoning her 
family, the only place she has left to hide is home.
“A tightwire-act of a film that’s ostensibly a superhero 
origin story while also feeling like it’s about us mere 
mortals at the same time.”

Brian Tallerico, RogerEbert.com

Fast Color
7:00pm

Director:

Starring:
Julia Hart

Gugu Mbatha-Raw, David 
Strathairn, Lorraine Toussaint

100 minutes

2 3

Welcome to the 6th Annual 
Chicago Critics Film Festival

Notice: All titles, screening dates, times, and special appearances are subject to 
change. Please visit ChicagoCriticsFilmFestival.com for schedule announcements, 
changes, and updates.

Follow us on:

Facebook: The Chicago Critics Film Festival

Twitter: @chicagocritics

Web: www.chicagocriticsfilmfestival.com and 
          www.chicagofilmcritics.org

Opening Night!

Jordan Horowitz
Northwestern University graduate Jordan Horowitz 
is an Academy Award-nominated producer and the 
co-founder (with his wife, writer & director Julia Hart) 
of the film and television production company Original 
Headquarters. Jordan was a producer on La La Land, 
which was nominated for a record 14 Oscars at the 2017 
Academy Awards, winning six including Best Director 
(Damien Chazelle) and Best Actress (Emma Stone.) It 
was also awarded Best Picture at the Golden Globes, 
BAFTAs, and the Producer’s Guild along with two awards 
from the CFCA.. Other credits include The Kids Are All 
Right, Miss Stevens, The Cleanse, Are You Here, Save The 
Date, and The Keeping Room. Jordan is also an executive 
producer on Counterpart, currently airing on STARZ.

Special appearance and Q&A star 
Gugu Mbatha-Raw and producer Jordan Horowitz

Gugu Mbatha-Raw
Gugu Mbatha-Raw was born in Oxford, England in 1983 
and, having developed an interest in performing at an 
early age, went to London to study at the Royal Academy 
of Dramatic Art in 2001. She first became known to 
audiences through roles in the TV shows Undercovers 
(2010) and Touch (2012) and a supporting turn in the 
film Larry Crowne (2013). Over the next few years, she 
received much acclaim for her leads in the films Belle 
(2013), for which she was nominated for the Most 
Promising Performer award by the Chicago Film Critics 
Association, and Beyond The Lights (2014). She followed 
those films with appearances in Jupiter Ascending 
(2015), Concussion (2015), Free State of Jones (2016), 
Miss Sloane (2016), Beauty and The Beast (2017), The 
Cloverfield Paradox (2018) and A Wrinkle In Time (2018).

Everyone loves going to the movies. Over time, why we go to the movies changes—from 
family outings to weekly rituals with teenage friends to date nights with significant 
others—but our love for the artform only deepens. The best films transport us emotionally 
or intellectually, and we want to experience that endorphin rush again and again. Now 
more than ever, movies are everywhere, with a continued debate over how we watch 
them, but the reasons why never change. It’s because we love movies. 
 
In our sixth year, the goal of the Chicago Critics Film Festival has remained the same: we 
strive to bring movies we like to people who like movies. We showcase a collection of 
handpicked films in our hometown for cinephiles that are unable to attend the festivals 
of the world. It’s about sharing that spirit of discovery and building buzz for films and 
filmmakers that have only started their journeys.
 
It is why we have chosen the Music Box Theatre as our venue, one of the last great 
standalone movie palaces in our city and state. It’s not only for their hospitality 
and appreciation of all things cinema, but when you are throwing a celebration of 
accomplishment you want to make your guests feel at home. Nothing feels more like 
home to a cinephile or a filmmaker than a movie palace like the Music Box.
 
The way we watch movies may be changing, but most of us fell in love with film through 
the theatrical experience. Those who went on to realize their own visions as filmmakers 
often did it in part to have their dreams reflected on the biggest screens possible. One of 
the goals of this festival is to keep that part of the filmmaking dream alive, both for those 
who create and those who watch.
 
As these labors of love and cinematic passion premiere, we want to thank the people who 
made them. We honor these filmmakers as important creative voices as much as we honor 
their visions. And we thank them for coming into our theatrical home.

             Erik Childress & Brian Tallerico
             Producers of Chicago Critics Film Festival

“With ‘Fast Color,’ Julia Hart encourages women 
everywhere to create a better world from the broken 
remains of this one.”

Matthew Monagle, Film School Rejects

Special appearance 
and Q&A with star 

Gugu Mbatha-Raw and 
producer Jordan Horowitz



Friday May 4

Lisa Conroy is the last person you’d expect to find in a 
highway-side “sports bar with curves,” but as general 
manager at Double Whammies, she’s come to love 
the place and its customers. An incurable den mother, 
she nurtures and protects her girls fiercely--but over 
the course of one trying day, her optimism is battered 
from every direction. Double Whammies sells a big, 
weird American fantasy, but what happens when 
reality pokes a bunch of holes in it.

“Bujalski has an incredible ability to take situations that 
would be sitcomish in someone else’s hands and make 
them feel genuine and character-driven”

Brian Tallerico, RogerEbert.com

Support the Girls
9:30pm

Director:

Starring:
Andrew Bujalski

Regina Hall, Haley Lu Richardson, 
Dylan Gelula

94 minutes

Saturday May 5
This film is being presented by the Chicago Film 
Society. Admission is free for CCFF Passholders. 
Although the Japanese film industry converted to 
sound a few years prior, silent cinema continued 
to present opportunities for experimentation and 
refinement for Ozu. In this 1933 classic, two pairs 
of adult siblings attempt to eke out a living in 
Tokyo: a university student shares an apartment 
with the sister who pays for his education through 
office work while his girlfriend lives with her 
policeman brother. When the cop learns that the 
typist may be supplementing her income with 
disreputable side gigs, he inadvertently ruins one 
life and another in turn. This staunchly feminist 
tragedy envisions gender roles as pernicious traps 
for men and women alike. The feature is also 
playing with a surviving fragment of Ozu’s 1929 
work A Straight Forward Boy.

Woman of Tokyo
11:30am

Director:

Starring:
Yasujiro Ozu

Yoshiko Okada, Ureo Egawa, 
Kinuyo Tanaka

61 minutes

Friday May 4

Jen joins her married lover, Richard, for a romp at 
his secluded desert villa before his annual hunting 
vacation. However, when his leering pals arrive, 
they’re a far cry from Richard’s millionaire-Adonis 
charms, and they feel entitled to make their own 
advances on Jen and ignore her rejections. Things 
get dramatically out of hand... and the hunting 
game turns into a ruthless manhunt.

“Ample style, remarkable tension, decidedly French 
black humor, and more blood than I believe the human 
body actually contains.”

Brian Tallerico, RogerEbert.com

Revenge
Midnight

Director:

Starring:
Coralie Fargeat

Matilda Lutz, Kevin Janssens, 
Vincent Colombe

108 minutes

Opening Night!

Opening Night!

John Fink, The Film Stage

“It’s a biting commentary on American labor and 
capitalism in the form of a mainstream crowd pleaser.”

David Rooney, Hollywood Reporter

“Tautly controlled and wildly over-the-top, executed 
with flashy style, sly visual humor and a subversive 
feminist sensibility.”
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Saturday May 5
A Swazi girl embarks on a dangerous quest to 
rescue her young twin brothers. This animated 
African tale is born in the imaginations of five 
orphaned children in Swaziland who collaborate 
to tell a story of perseverance drawn from their 
darkest memories and brightest dreams. Their 
fictional character’s journey is interwoven with 
poetic and observational documentary scenes to 
create a genre-defying celebration of collective 
storytelling.

Liyana
1:15pm

Directors:

Starring:
Aaron Kopp & Amanda Kopp

Gcina Mhlophe

75 minutes

“A spirited testament to the power of creativity - not 
only as a source of strength and joy, but as a way to 
access buried emotions.”

Sheri Linden, Hollywood Reporter

“A unique hybrid wherein fact is projected through 
a prism of fiction as both a mechanism to educate 
outsiders and heal from within.”

Jared Mobarak, The Film Stage



Special appearance and Q&A 
with director Joseph Kahn

Joseph Kahn
Born in Pusan, South Korea, Joseph Kahn immigrated 
to the United States with his family at the age of 7. He 
took up filmmaking as a teenager shooting videos for 
local music acts and after spending a year at NYU film 
school, he dropped out to begin making music videos 
professionally. Over the next 25 years, he would work 
with many of the biggest acts in the world, racking 
up billions of views and numerous awards, including 
Grammys for his videos for Eminem’s Without Me and 
Taylor Swift’s Bad Blood. During this time, he also did 
commercials for the likes of Playstation, BMW and 
Burger King, to name but a few, and made his feature 
directing debut with the action film Torque (2004). 
He followed that with the surreal self-financed horror 
comedy hybrid Detention (2012), which would go on 
to develop a cult following. He would take the self-
financing approach again with his latest project, Bodied 
(2018), a film set in the world of battle rap that has 
been receiving raves since premiering at the Toronto 
International Film Festival last year.

Saturday May 5 We the Animals
3:00pm

Director:
Jeremiah Zagar

94 minutes

Saturday May 5
A satire set in the world of competitive battle rap, 
Bodied is the story of Adam Merkin, a progressive 
grad student who becomes an accidental battle 
rapper after encountering Behn Grym, a respected 
icon in the merciless sub-culture of poetic personal 
insults. As Adam makes his politically-incorrect 
climb up the ranks, he risks alienating his father, a 
renowned writer and tenured professor at Adam’s 
university, along with his skeptical girlfriend Maya, 
and all of his academic friends. His success breeds 
outrage, however; Adam soon faces growing 
backlash on campus and the consequences of 
his controversial talent. Bodied explores the 
dangerous spaces of the world’s most multicultural 
and artistically brutal sport.

“An energetic, playful, freewheeling film that gets at 
some of the complexity of the endless counter-currents 
of racial debate in America.”

Tasha Robinson, The Verge

Bodied
7:00pm

Director:

Starring:
Joseph Kahn

Calum Worthy, Jackie Long, 
Rory Uphold

120 minutes

Manny, Joel and Jonah tear their way through 
childhood and push against the volatile love of 
their parents. As Manny and Joel grow into versions 
of their father and Ma dreams of escape, Jonah 
embraces an imagined world all his own.

 “Offers an entertaining window into a culture that most 
people probably know very little about, but it’s also a 
clever take on a generation more aware of what’s of-
fensive and what’s not than any before.”

Brian Tallerico, RogerEbert.com
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Starring:
Evan Rosado, Raúl Castillo, 

Sheila Vand

“In every scene, We the Animals evokes not only the 
specificity of that world but the deep-seated challenges 
of escaping it.”

Eric Kohn, IndieWire

Jordan Ruimy, The Playlist

“A complicated coming-of-age tale that not only brings 
refreshing insights but gives us beautifully rendered 
images that have the power to haunt you for days.”

Saturday May 5
When police officer Asger Holm is demoted to desk 
work, he expects a sleepy beat as an emergency 
dispatcher. That all changes when he answers a 
panicked phone call from a kidnapped woman 
who then disconnects abruptly. Asger, confined 
to the police station, is forced to use others as his 
eyes and ears as the severity of the crime slowly 
becomes more clear. The search to find the missing 
woman and her assailant will take every bit of his 
intuition and skill, as a ticking clock and his own 
personal demons conspire against him.

“It’s one of those movies that knows exactly when you 
expect it to zig, and makes sure to zag every single time 
instead.”

Bryan Bishop, The Verge

The Guilty
5:00pm

Director:

Starring:
Gustav Möller

Jakob Cedergren, Jessica Dinnage, 
Omar Shargawi

85 minutes · Language: Danish
Bilge Ebiri, Village Voice

“A claustrophobic thriller that finds fascinating ways to 
transcend, spiritually, its confines.”

Special appearance and 
Q&A with director 

Joseph Kahn



Saturday May 5
Elliot is 23, lives in New York, and has no real 
responsibility. He spends most of his time partying 
with his best friend Nico. Shortly after meeting 
Mia, Elliot is diagnosed with a rare illness. They fall 
in love under the cloud of his illness, despite barely 
knowing each other.

“It’s a smart, moving film with a pair of truly fantastic 
performances by Jeremy Allen White and Maika 
Monroe.”

Brian Tallerico, RogerEbert.com

Sunday May 6
In director Steven Spielberg’s three-time 
Academy Award-winning blockbuster Jurassic 
Park, paleontologists Alan Grant and Ellie Sattler 
and mathematician Ian Malcolm are among a 
select group chosen to tour an island theme park 
populated by dinosaurs created from prehistoric 
DNA. While the park’s mastermind, billionaire 
John Hammond, assures everyone that the facility 
is safe, they find out otherwise when various 
ferocious predators break free and go on the 
hunt. The groundbreaking epic that launched one 
of the most popular series in cinema history was 
originally released in theaters on June 11, 1993, 
Jurassic Park is based on the novel by Michael 
Crichton and produced by Kathleen Kennedy and 
Gerald R. Molen.

Shotgun
9:45pm

Directors:

Starring:
Hannah Marks & Joey Power

Jeremy Allen White, Maika Monroe, 
Marisa Tomei, DeRon Horton

95 minutes

Jurassic Park 
(25th Anniversary in 35mm)

Noon

Director:

Starring:
Steven Spielberg

Sam Neill, Laura Dern, Jeff 
Goldblum, Richard Attenborough

127 minutes

“Nearly every scene reveals a tiny, startling truth about 
what it’s like to grow up way too fast.”

Amy Nicholson, Variety
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Saturday May 5
Moll is 27 and still living at home, stifled by the 
small island community around her and too 
beholden to her family to break away. When she 
meets Pascal, a free-spirited stranger, a whole 
new world opens up to her and she begins to feel 
alive for the first time, falling madly in love. Finally 
breaking free from her family, Moll moves in with 
Pascal to start a new life. But when he is arrested 
as the key suspect in a series of brutal murders, 
she is left isolated and afraid. Choosing to stand 
with him against the suspicions of the community, 
Moll finds herself forced to make choices that will 
impact her life forever.

“Features a truly breakthrough performance (maybe 
two) and announces writer/director Michael Pearce as a 
talent to watch.”

Brian Tallerico, RogerEbert.com

Beast
Midnight

Director:

Starring:
Michael Pearce

Jessie Buckley, Johnny Flynn, 
Geraldine James

107 minutes

Guy Lodge, Variety

“Upgrading a sleeping-with-the-enemy premise familiar 
from countless B-thrillers with a faintly mythic aura and 
cool psychosexual shading, Beast also sustains a fresh, 
frank feminine perspective through Jessie Buckley’s 
remarkable lead performance.”

 Upcoming Chicago Film Critics Association Events
Critics Classics Series Screenings at 7pm | Tickets $5

Elk Grove Theatre: 1050 Arlington Heights Road, 
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007

Held on the 2nd Wednesday of each month. 

Our critics choose a classic film and host a Q & A discussion afterwards.

www.classiccinemas.com

June 13: Close Encounters of the Third Kind, 
  hosted by Erik Childress

July 11: The Iron Giant, hosted by Brian Tallerico

August 8: National Lampoon’s Animal House, 
   hosted by Peter Sobczynski

September 12: The Treasure of the Sierra Madre, hosted by Jim Laczkowski

October 10: Poltergeist, hosted by Patrick Bromley



Special appearance and Q&A with director 
Clare Cooney & writer and actor Tony Grayson 

Sunday May 6 Leave No Trace
4:45pm

Director:
Debra Granik

Sunday May 6 Shorts 
Program #1

2:30pm

Directors:
Robin Comisar, Clare Cooney, 
Don Herzfeldt, Anna Margaret 

Hollyman, Laura Moss, Jack Henry 
Robbins, Charlie Tyrell

94 minutes
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Runner — A woman goes for a jog and witnesses 
something she can’t run away from (shot in Chicago).

Maude — A woman decides to become the woman she 
had no idea she always wanted to be. Until she gets caught.

My Dead Dad’s Porno Tapes — A filmmaker seeks to 
better understand his emotionally distant late-father 
through the personal belongings he left behind, including 
a VHS stack of dirty movies.

Painting With Joan — A public access show takes viewers 
on an unexpectedly insane journey.

Allen Anders — Found footage reveals a comedian’s 
troubled psyche.

Great Choice — A woman is trapped in a Red Lobster 
commercial.

World of Tomorrow — Don Herzfeldt’s award-winning 
animated odyssey returns, followed by the new mind-
bending sequel World of Tomorrow 2: The Burden of 
Other People’s Thoughts, the continuing adventures of 
young Emily Prime.

Clare Cooney
Chicago-based actor, director, and casting director Clare 
Cooney’s debut film, Runner had its World Premiere 
in August 2017 at the Sidewalk Film Festival. In 2016, 
she won Sidewalk’s Shout Special Mention Award for 
Acting for her work in the film Bird of Prey. Runner 
went on to win Best USA Short Film at Fairhope Film 
Festival. Recent film/tv credits include: Widows, Hot 
Date, and Shrink. Clare is a proud graduate of School at 
Steppenwolf.

Special appearance and 
Q&A with Runner 

director Clare Cooney & 
Allen Anders writer and 

actor Tony Grayson

For years, Will and his teenage daughter, Tom, 
have lived off the grid, blissfully undetected by 
authorities in a vast nature reserve on the edge of 
Portland, Oregon. When a chance encounter blows 
their cover, they’re removed from their camp and 
put into the charge of social services. Struggling to 
adapt to their new surroundings, Will and Tom set 
off on a perilous journey back to the wilderness, 
where they are finally forced to confront conflicting 
desires—a longing for community versus a fierce 
need to live apart.

In this humorous, loving reinvention of the western 
genre, Samuel Alabaster, an affluent pioneer, ventures 
across the American Frontier to marry the love of his 
life, Penelope. As Samuel traverses the Wild West 
with a drunkard named Parson Henry and a miniature 
horse called Butterscotch, their once-simple journey 
grows treacherous, blurring the lines between hero, 
villain and damsel.

Damsel
7:15pm

Directors:

Starring:
David Zellner & Nathan Zellner

Robert Pattinson, Mia Wasikowska, 
Robert Forster

113 minutes

“A delight, a strange mix of revenge, retribution and 
unrequited romance.” Jason Gorber, Dork Shelf

Starring:
Ben Foster, Thomasin Harcourt 

McKenzie, Jeff Kober

108 minutes

Sunday May 6

“Lyrical and realistic at the same time, anchored by a 
pair of unforgettable performances.”

Brian Tallerico, RogerEbert.com

“It is not an easy thing to place us into the lives of 
people we’ve never had real-life contact with, but this is 
the stuff that fuels Granik’s creativity”

Steve Prokopy, SlashFilm

David & Nathan Zellner 
Brothers David and Nathan Zellner have written, 
produced, directed, and appeared in numerous 
award-winning shorts and feature films. Their feature 
work includes Goliath, Kid-Thing, and Kumiko, The 
Treasure Hunter, which was nominated for best 
actress and best director at the Film Independent 
Spirit Awards. Damsel is their first western.

Special appearance and 
Q&A with directors 

David & Nathan Zellner

Tony Grayson
Chicago-based writer, performance artist, and 
filmmaker Tony Grayson has found an artistic home at 
the word-of-mouth variety show, The Shithole, where 
they explore surreal/sincere, sad/funny poetry, essays, 
short fiction, and characters. Their $4.50 budget short 
film, foundfootagexx100n.s.1, premiered at SXSW ’17, 
and they wrote and starred in Allen Anders Live at the 
Comedy Castle (circa 1987), which premiered at SXSW 
’18. They majored in playwriting and filmmaking at 
NYU’S Tisch School of the Arts, studied at The National 
Theater Institute, and recently returned to The 
Performing Arts Project on an artistic fellowship.



Monday May 7
Encore presentation of Revenge. For more 
information, please see page 4.

Revenge
3:00pm

Directors:
Leah Galant, Katarzyna Gondek, 

Alexa Lim Haas, Sherren Lee, 
Chandler Levack, Carlos Morales, 

Charlotte Wells

93 minutes

Monday May 7 Shorts 
Program #2

5:15pm

Sunday May 6
Madeline is dedicated to her theatre workshop. 
Much to the worry of her protective mother 
(Miranda July), she has become an integral part 
of a prestigious, progressive, and experimental 
theatre troupe in the city, one that emphasizes 
movement, commitment, and an intense focus 
on authenticity. When the workshop’s ambitious 
theater director (Molly Parker) pushes teenage 
Madeline to weave her troubled history and rich 
interior world into their collective art, the lines 
between performance and reality begin to blur 
in surprising and potentially destructive ways, 
spiraling out of the safe rehearsal space and into 
her everyday interactions.

“The narrative might be shattered, but the film’s slip-
stream of emotion is powerful and inescapable.”

Bilge Ebiri, Village Voice

Madeline’s 
Madeline
9:45pm

Director:

Starring:
Josephine Decker

Helena Howard, Miranda July, 
Molly Parker

93 minutes

Founded in 1990, the Chicago Film Critics Association is dedicated to supporting and celebrating 
quality filmmaking and honest, passionate film criticism. For 28 years, the CFCA has celebrated 
the rich history and exciting future of the art form and worked toward professional, charitable and 
educational goals.
 
The CFCA is an all-volunteer, not-for-profit organization. The Board of Directors currently includes 
Dann Gire (President), Brian Tallerico (Vice President), Erik Childress (Executive Secretary), 
Peter Sobczynski (Membership), Steve Prokopy (Studio Liaison), Locke Peterseim (Secretary and 
Speakers Bureau), and Alejandro Riera (Treasurer).

  The Chicago Film Critics Association
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“This is one of the boldest and most invigorating Ameri-
can films of the 21st century.”

David Ehrlich, IndieWire

TRANSPORTATION
W O R L D W I D E
OML

EST.  1956

847-948-8050/ohare-midway.com

Sedans • SUVs • Limousines • Mini Coaches • Sprinter Vans
Sporting Events
Birthday Parties
Bar/Bat Mitzvah
Concerts

Corporate Functions
Airport Transportation
Night on the Town
Winery Trips

O�cial Transportation Provider for Chicago Film Critics Association

Proms & Dances
Shopping Trips
Weddings
Bachelor/ette Parties

Death Metal Grandma — A 94-year-old woman tries 
out for America’s Got Talent as the frontwoman for a 
death metal band.

The Things You Think I’m Thinking — A black male burn 
survivor and amputee goes on a date with a regularly 
abled man.

Deer Boy — Tells a wordless story about a hunter’s son 
who was born with antlers.

Agua Viva — In this award-winner, a Chinese manicurist 
in Miami attempts to describe feelings she doesn’t have 
the words for.

Blue Christmas — A debt collector goes to work to avoid 
dealing with his wife’s psychosis on Christmas Eve.

Great Choice — A woman is trapped in a Red Lobster 
commercial.

Symphony of A Sad Sea — This documentary focuses on 
a boy in Mexico who dreams of reuniting with his father 
in the USA.

We Forgot to Break Up — A former band manager has a 
bittersweet reunion with the now-famous group.



By Peter Sobczynski, 
RogerEbert.com and eFilmCritic

A Line of Poetry Written in 
a Splash of Blood: 
An Appreciation of 

Paul Schrader

Paul Schrader is often lumped in the so-called “movie brat” generation of filmmakers that 
took over Hollywood in the late-‘60s following the death of the old studio system, but his 
films have always stood apart from his contemporaries. Instead of being influenced by old 
serials, B-movies and the like, he took his inspiration from the formally rigorous works of 
such austere filmmakers as Yasujiro Ozu, Robert Bresson and Carl Theodor Dreyer (whose 
works he analyzed in the still-essential book Transcendental Style in Film: Ozu, Bresson, 
Dreyer). And, unlike his contemporaries, whose films often mixed personal concerns with 
commercial considerations, Schrader has spent his entire career dealing with more difficult 
concepts such as guilt, sin, obsession and man’s struggle to find some kind of grace. This 
determination has led to a number of exceptionally powerful films, including his latest 
effort, the masterful First Reformed, which the CCFF is proud to present.
 
After a childhood that saw him forbidden from watching movies at all, Schrader more than 
made up for this in college, eventually leading to a place in the UCLA Film Studies program 
and jobs reviewing movies for the Los Angeles Free Press and Cinema magazine. From 
there, he began writing screenplays and first made a splash when The Yakuza, a Japan-
set gangster story he co-wrote with brother Leonard, sold for a then-record price for an 
original script. After working on the scripts for such films as Obsession, Close Encounters of 
the Third Kind and Rolling Thunder, his screenplay for Taxi Driver served as the basis for a 
film that would be celebrated as one of the greatest films of its time. (This would lead to a 
long collaboration with director Martin Scorsese, including the scripts for Raging Bull, The 
Last Temptation of Christ and Bringing Out the Dead.)
 
He has made 20 feature films to date (not counting the 1994 cable film Witch Hunt) and 
there is not nearly enough space here to go into detail to properly celebrate them. Each 
one of them has elements that make them fascinating. The palpable sense of anger that 
diffuses every scene of Blue Collar, the 1978 drama about union corruption that marked 
his directorial debut; the searing examination of family ties that choke at the center of 
Hardcore (1979), Light of Day (1987) and Affliction (1998); the ingenious merging of 
Bressonian narrative and ultra-slick visuals driving the hit American Gigolo (1980), the 
way that his remake of the Val Lewton classic Cat People (1982) transcended both its 
source material and expectations to become a one-of-a-kind melding of erotic horror and 
Cocteau-like imagery so startling that it still baffles the mind that it was produced by a 
major Hollywood studio; the myriad ways in which he has subverted typical biopic norms 
with such audacious efforts as his masterful Mishima: A Life in Four Chapters (1985), Patty 
Hearst (1988) and Auto Focus (2002); the unexpected facility he demonstrated for such 

unlikely genres as the arch comedy Touch (1997); the noir-influence romantic melodrama 
Forever Mine (1999); the horror prequel Dominion: Prequel to the Exorcist (2005); the 
great, if sadly underseen, performances he got from Christopher Walken in The Comfort 
of Strangers (1990), Willem Dafoe in Light Sleeper (1992), Woody Harrelson in The Walker 
(2007) and Jeff Goldblum in Adam Resurrected (2008); the way that recent works like The 
Canyons (2013) and Dog Eat Dog (2016) have found him combining the cinematic expertise 
of a veteran filmmaker with the energy, enthusiasm and willingness to experiment of a 
newcomer with nothing to lose.
 
One does not have to be devoted to Paul Schrader’s work to recognize that First Reformed 
is not just the best thing he has done in years but one of the finest films of his entire 
career. In one of the best performances of his increasingly interesting career, Ethan Hawke 
plays Ernst Toller, a former military chaplain who now serves as the pastor of a small Dutch 
Reformed church that once was a stop on the Underground Railroad but is now little 
more than a quaint tourist attraction in the shadow of its parent megachurch. One day, 
a pregnant parishioner (Amanda Seyfried, giving her best performance to date) asks him 
to speak to her husband (Phillip Ettinger), a radical environmentalist with an increasingly 
tormented and despairing view of a world mankind seems hellbent on destroying. In its 
aftermath, Toller finds all of the things that have been tormenting him—guilt over the 
loss of his son in Iraq and the subsequent failure of his marriage, health issues, a drinking 
problem and his own concerns about a world increasingly fraught with corruption and 
environmental collapse—bubbling to the surface. When he is advised by his colleague to 
“Do something in the real world,” he is inspired to take those words to their potentially 
horrifying extreme.
 
By telling a story dealing with such weighty concepts as guilt, sin, retribution and religious 
struggle, centered on a character whose internal suffering threatens to explode into 
violence at a moment’s notice, First Reformed is a distillation of themes found throughout 
Schrader’s filmography. However familiar these elements may be, Schrader has found 
interesting and engrossing ways of dealing with them both dramatically and stylistically 
(he slyly invokes the increased constriction felt by Toller by presenting the entire film 
in the classic 1.33 Academy ratio), and the result is a film that deals with serious and 
weighty topics in a thoughtful and meaningful manner. Impressively written and directed, 
beautifully acted and teeming with a moral and intellectual rigor that is all too rare in 
American movies these days, First Reformed is a bleakly beautiful wonder, and serves as 
yet another reminder of the brilliance of Paul Schrader.
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Monday May 7

The pastor of a small church in upstate New York 
spirals out of control after a soul-shaking encounter 
with an unstable environmental activist and his 
pregnant wife in this taut, chilling thriller.

“Quieter and more sensitive than anything else Schrader 
has directed, with Ethan Hawke giving one of his finest 
and most moving performances in the lead role.”

Ignatiy Vishnevetsky, AV Club

First Reformed
7:15pm

Tuesday May 8
Encore presentation of Shotgun. For more 
information, please see page 8.

Shotgun
3:00pm

Monday May 7
Hal is a long-overdue feature length documentary 
film celebrating the life and work of director Hal 
Ashby, set against a backdrop of a rapidly changing 
America, and an even more dramatic shift in 
filmmaking. While Ashby was once the toast of 
“New Hollywood,” his rise and fall became an 
archetypal story of art versus industry.

“A stellar profile of the great filmmaker that is as radical 
and obsessive as its subject.”

Steve Prokopy, SlashFilm

Hal
9:30pm

Director:
Amy Scott

90 minutes

Paul Schrader 
Paul Schrader is a screenwriter, director, 
and film critic whose past credits 
include Mishima (1985), Raging Bull (1980), American 
Gigolo (1980), Taxi Driver (1976), and, more recently, 
Dog Eat Dog (2016) and Dying of the Light (2014). An 
expanded edition of his book Transcendental Style in 
Film: Ozu, Bresson, Dreyer (1972) will be released in 
2018 with new writing on Andrei Tarkovsky and Béla 
Tarr, among others.

Special appearance and Q&A 
with director Paul Schrader
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Director:

Starring:
Paul Schrader

Ethan Hawke, Amanda Seyfried, 
Cedric the Entertainer

108 minutes

“A most welcome reassessment of one of the most 
important figures in 1970s Hollywood.”

Todd McCarthy, Hollywood Reporter

Tuesday May 8
New York, 1980: three complete strangers 
accidentally discover that they are identical triplets, 
separated at birth. The 19-year-olds’ joyous 
reunion catapults them to international fame, but 
it also unlocks an extraordinary and disturbing 
secret that goes beyond their own lives -- and 
could transform our understanding of human 
nature forever.

Three Identical 
Strangers

5:00pm

Director:
Tim Wardle

108 minutes

“Three Identical Strangers may be non-fiction but it’s 
structured and composed like the best short story 
you’ve never heard.”

Brian Tallerico, RogerEbert.com

“This is riveting, deeply unsettling stuff.”

Sara Stewart, New York Post

Centerpiece Screening



Wednesday May 9
Encore presentation of Three Identical Strangers. 
For more information, please see page 17.

Three Identical 
Strangers

3:00pm

•	Producer/Director/Festival Programmer: Erik Childress
•	Director/Festival Programmer: Brian Tallerico
•	Programming Advisor/Shorts Programmer: Collin Souter
•	Programming Advisor/Talent Liaison: Steve Prokopy
•	Programming Advisor: Peter Sobczynski
•	Programming Advisor: Sarah Marrs
•	Program Design: Ian & Darlena Simmons
•	CFCA Advisor: Dann Gire, President
•	CFCA Treasurer: Alejandro Riera

  Festival Credits
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Tuesday May 8
After David Kim’s 16-year-old daughter goes missing, 
a local investigation is opened and a detective is 
assigned to the case. But 37 hours later and without a 
single lead, David decides to search the one place no 
one has looked yet, where all secrets are kept today: 
his daughter’s laptop. In a hyper-modern thriller 
told via the technology devices we use every day to 
communicate, David must trace his daughter’s digital 
footprints before she disappears forever.

“Displays the type of rollercoaster experience that can 
be achieved from crafty writing and a canvas as simple 
as a blank screen.” Nick Allen, RogerEbert.com

Searching
7:15pm

Tuesday May 8
Adapted by Ian McEwan from his bestselling novel, 
the drama centers on a young couple of drastically 
different backgrounds in the summer of 1962. 
Following the pair through their idyllic courtship, 
the film explores sex and the societal pressure that 
can accompany physical intimacy, leading to an 
awkward and fateful wedding night.

“It’s a lyrical and rapturous film -- a repressed passion 
play, funny, delicate and heartbreaking.”

Owen Gleiberman, Variety

On Chesil Beach
9:45pm

Aneesh Chaganty 
Aneesh Chaganty is a 27-year-old 
writer/director whose two-minute 
short film, a Google Glass spot called Seeds, became an 
internet sensation after garnering more than 1 million 
YouTube views in 24 hours. Following its success, Aneesh 
was invited to join the Google Creative Lab in New York 
City, where he spent two years developing, writing and 
directing Google commercials. He is a recipient of the 
Future of Storytelling Fellowship, awarded to only five 
young creatives around the world. Searching is Aneesh’s 
first feature. He quit his job to make it.

Special appearance and Q&A 
with director Aneesh Chaganty

Director:

Starring:
Aneesh Chaganty

John Cho, Debra Messing, 
Joseph Lee

101 minutes

“The lead actors are both marvellous.”
Mark Medley, Globe and Mail

Director:

Starring:
Dominic Cooke

Saoirse Ronan, Billy Howle, 
Emily Watson

110 minutes

Wednesday May 9
A Brooklyn couple has always known that their 
four-year-old son is more interested in fairy tale 
princesses than toy cars. But when his preschool 
director points out that his gender-nonconforming 
play may be more than a phase, the couple 
is forced to rethink their roles as parents and 
spouses.

A Kid Like Jake
5:00pm

“So clearly illustrates how love is always going to be the 
path of least resistance.”

David Ehrlich, IndieWire

“Works because of the incredible performances of Claire 
Danes and Jim Parsons and the insightful writing of 
Daniel Pearle.”

Alan Ng, Film Threat Director:

Starring:
Silas Howard

Claire Danes, Jim Parsons, 
Octavia Spencer

92 minutes



Marc Turteltaub 
Marc Turtletaub has been a producer 
for 14 years through two production companies. In 2004, 
he co-founded Big Beach with Peter Saraf and has served 
as a producer on all of the company’s films including 
the Academy Award-winning Little Miss Sunshine. 
Turtletaub’s other credits with Big Beach include Phillip 
Seymour Hoffman’s directorial debut, Jack Goes Boating, 
Sam Mendes’ Away We Go, Ramin Bahrani’s Chop Shop, 
and Liev Schrieber’s Everything Is Illuminated. Big Beach’s 
most recent releases are Jesse Peretz’s Our Idiot Brother, 
Collin Trevorrow’s Safety Not Guaranteed, Jordan Vogt-
Roberts’ The Kings Of Summer (which played the very 
first Chicago Critics Film Festival), and Jeff Nichols’ Loving. 
Prior to founding Big Beach, Turtletaub created Deep 
River Productions in 2000 with David Friendly.

Wednesday May 9
Agnes, taken for granted as a suburban mother, 
discovers a passion for solving jigsaw puzzles which 
unexpectedly draws her into a new world - where her 
life unfolds in ways she could never have imagined.
“We should be grateful that it exists, if only because it 
affords a long-overdue leading role to Kelly Macdonald.”

Peter Debruge, Variety

Puzzle
7:00pm

Director:

Starring:
Marc Turtletaub

Kelly Macdonald, Irrfan Khan, 
David Denman

103 minutes

Thursday May 10
Encore presentation of The Guilty. For more 
information, please see page 6.

The Guilty
2:00pm

Wednesday May 9
Spencer wants to become an artist but doesn’t have 
anything to say. His friend Warren has been raised 
to believe that his life will be special. As they start 
university, it dawns on them that their lives may 
never be unique or extraordinary in any way. On a 
library tour, Spencer is shown the special collections 
room -- home to the country’s most valuable books. 
When he shares this with Warren, they begin to 
wonder: what would their lives look like if they 
planned to execute the perfect robbery?

American 
Animals
9:30pm

“Moverman’s script is graceful with the details and its 
characters.” Kate Erbland, indieWire
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Director:

Starring:
Bart Layton

Evan Peters, Barry Keoghan, 
Blake Jenner, Ann Dowd

116 minutes
“Stylish and engaging.” A.A. Dowd, AV Club

“A crackerjack real-life heist thriller.”
Todd McCarthy, Hollywood Reporter

Special appearance and Q&A 
with director Marc Turteltaub

Support the Girls
4:00pm

Thursday May 10
Encore presentation of Support the Girls. For more 
information, please see page 4.

  Thanks to some of our sponsors:



Abducted in Plain Sight is the twisting, turning story 
of the Brobergs, a naïve, church-going Idaho family 
whose daughter, Jan, is kidnapped by the family’s 
best friend and neighbor. Twice. This true-crime 
documentary examines one family’s struggle with 
desire, deceit, faith and forgiveness. The Brobergs’ 
troubling admissions reveal epic failures and 
untold personal dramas that point to the biggest 
tragedy of all – that these crimes could have been 
prevented.

“It is the approach to the material from Borgman and 
her team that make this movie so powerful, not just the 
story itself.”

Brian Tallerico, RogerEbert.com

Abducted in 
Plain Sight

6:00pm

Director:
Skye Borgman

91 minutes

Eighth Grade
8:30pm

Director:

Starring:
Bo Burnham

Elsie Fisher, Josh Hamilton, 
Emily Robinson

91 minutes

Thursday May 10

Skye Borgman
Abducted in Plain Sight is Skye’s 
second feature documentary 
as a director. She has worked as a professional 
cinematographer for over 15 years on both scripted 
and non-scripted feature-length films including 
Well Now You are Here There Is No Way Back, 
Guides of the Galapagos, Nothing Like Chocolate, 
Long Distance Revolutionary, Schooled, Science For 
Monks, and many others. Skye has shot over 50 
films, traveled to over 60 countries and lived on 
three continents. Her global experiences guide her 
vision, thought and approach to filmmaking. 

“One of the most harrowing true-crime documentaries 
I’ve ever seen.” Kristy Puchko, Pajiba
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Closing Night!

  Thanks To:
• A24
• Bleecker Street
• IFC
• Magnolia

Thirteen-year-old Kayla endures the tidal wave of 
contemporary suburban adolescence as she makes 
her way through the last week of middle school—
the end of her thus far disastrous eighth-grade 
year—before she begins high school.

“Burnham’s accomplished debut offers plenty for view-
ers of all ages, along with a filmmaking vision that is 
well beyond many of his comedy peers.”

Nick Allen, RogerEbert.com

Thursday May 10
Closing Night!

“A lovely, truthful comedy about the pure nightmare 
that is junior high.” A.A. Dowd, AV Club

Bo Burnham
Bo Burnham is a comedian from 
Boston, Massachusetts. He has 
made three, hour-long live comedy specials —
Words, Words, Words, what., and Make Happy 
— and directed specials for Jerrod Carmichael and 
Chris Rock. Eighth Grade is his first film.

Special appearance and Q&A 
with director Bo Burnham

Special appearance and Q&A 
with director Skye Borgman

• The Music Box Theatre and staff, 
including Ryan Oestreich, Buck 
LePard, Stephanie Berlin, Julian 
Antos, and Brian Andreotti

 
• Allied Integrated Marketing
• D’Agostinos
• Goose Island Beer Company
• Lisa Trifone
• Zia’s

• Neon
• Orchard
• Oscilloscope
• Roadside

• Screen Gems
• Sony Classics
• Universal
• YouTube

 
• Jerry Rushing, Graphics Printer, AEC Technology
• Richard Medina, Graphic Designer
• Patricia Childress and Genevieve Tomashewski

• And to Roger Ebert for his ongoing inspiration, influence, and guidance


